
Expert Design & Installation of Artificial Grass & Greens
Golf Putting Greens  –  Lawns  –  Pet Turf  –  Sports Surfaces  –  Tee Lines  –  Fairways  –  Residential/Commercial
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Offering extensive experience 
and expertise in constructing 
championship caliber synthetic 
golf greens and artificial lawns for 
residences, commercial properties, 
sports facilities and playgrounds. 



A Tradition of Excellence
Celebrity Greens® brings decades of professional experience, resulting in an unstoppable force in the artificial turf and 
synthetic golf green industries.

PUTTING GREENS

Our experienced team has an unparralled expertise in the golfing industry and has exceptional experience in designing and installing PGA-caliber putting 
greens, making us stand out from all other artificial turf companies. We’ve designed and installed greens for some of the top PGA pros in the world. 

ARTIFICIAL GRASS LAWNS

Our synthetic turf offering is a high quality artificial grass that stays clean, requires no maintenance, looks and feels real and is kid and pet friendly.  Unlike 
many of our competitors’ products, our grass is premium quality.  Its surface structure prevents the unsightly shiny surface commonly seen in artificial turf.  
The patented blade structure actually holds the individual blades upright, and are resistant to being pressed flat over time. The color stays true even in the 
harshest of sunny or snowy environments. Our lawns will hold their appearance longer and lovelier than you ever imagined.

PLAYGROUNDS & SPORTS SURFACES

Celebrity Greens artificial turf was designed to take a beating, and look great doing it! Because of the unique structure of our turf, the individual blades of 
grass will hold up to high traffic areas. The turf mounting is tough and durable, while allowing water to freely flow through it, preventing unsightly pooling and 
water accumulation, making it the ideal surface for pet surfaces. Our unique installation processes allow for minimal seam issues and maximum durability,  
even in the most demanding situations. Our turf is perfect for high use sports and common areas in commercial environments, or high use residential 
backyards and playgrounds.



IMAGINE...
A professional putting green, just 
like the ones on the PGA tour, 
right in your own backyard.



PGA-Caliber Signature Putting Greens
Celebrity Greens’ elite putting green design and installation teams have amassed a vast 
storehouse of knowledge and expertise.  They design artificial grass greens that deliver  
real-grass performance similar to what you’d expect on the PGA tour. 

The attention to detail in designing and constructing professional artificial short courses 
and residential practice putting greens has earned Celebrity Greens a reputation for the 

best putting greens in the business. Just imagine the personal improvements you’ll be able 
to make to your short game when you have the opportunity to practice your chipping and 
putting whenever you want in the privacy 
of your own home on your very own 
artificial putting green.

Owning a luxury backyard putting green 
or artificial grass lawn for your private 
residence or vacation home requires 
very little maintenance and will save you 
thousands of dollars in the maintenance 

and upkeep. Celebrity Greens can help 

eliminate tiresome and costly landscaping 

expenses while at the same time 
enhancing your home, apartment building, 

business complex, or other commercial 

property with our luxury practice putting 
green areas and artificial lawn installations.

Golf professionals, home owners, property 
managers and executives across the 
country select our experienced golf green 

development team when they want a 
putting green that will putt true and stand 
the test of time, look great and help to 

improve their short game.





Backyard Putting Greens
Celebrity Greens loves the game, knows artificial turf technology and has 
mastered the art of creating a truly unique, one-of-a-kind golfing experience that 
can be enjoyed right in your backyard.  CG has raised the bar in the application 

of synthetic turf in designing and building high caliber backyard putting greens that 

look, feel and perform like natural surfaces. The beauty of a Celebrity Green is in 

the attention to detail whether it’s creating a PGA level practice green to exact 
specifications with challenging breaks and true rolls for the avid golfing family or 
an enjoyable putting green that will deliver hours of fun for family and friends—
year round!  

CG offers uncompromising quality in 

the materials, design and construction 

of these surfaces. You will find that 
your putting green will not only look 
and feel like natural grass, but have 
lasting durability, low maintenance and 
exceptional performance across the 

board in hot, cold, wet or dry climates.  
CG is known for designing putting 
surfaces that are sensitive to the 
existing landscaping and enhance the 

beauty and value of the home.  

If you are looking for the challenge of a 
championship golf green like Pine Valley 
or an exceptional backyard putting 

green that will become the “go to” 
place for hours of fun and relaxation, 

let CG create a lasting experience.  





Large-scale Golf Complexes
The true test of excellence is being able to deliver exceptional design and performance 
on a large scale.  Celebrity Greens is a master of creating championship level golf 
complexes that are beautifully designed and challenging to play.  They offer a complete 

golfing experience, including meticulous short courses with grass bunkers, sand traps, 
water hazards, roughs, tee boxes and golf greens that call for specific elevations, tiers and 
undulation.  CG has the depth of experience to design and build courses with demanding 
pitch and chip shots and custom greens featuring just the right contours and truest roll to 

accommodate specific putts with specific breaks.  

CG’s team of experts works with individual golfers, resorts and corporations to create 
these unparalleled golfing experiences. They know how to visualize and build to exact 
specifications.

It begins with visiting and analyzing the site and conceptualizing both the practical and 
aesthetic aspects of the project. CG is meticulous in addressing all design and construction 

elements—elevation, tiers, undulation, placement of bunkers and hazards and the natural 
look, feel and roll of the turf itself—while beautifully integrating them with the mature 
trees, lakes and other natural features on the property.  

Property owners will find that CG delivers a one of kind golfing experience that combines 
exceptional quality, performance, durability and aesthetic appearance.  Quite simply, 

Celebrity Greens is the best in the business of designing and building large scale golf 

complexes and demanding short courses.  





Lush, Green Lawns Year Round
Imagine your lawn looking perfect year round with little to no maintenance! 
Celebrity Greens synthetic lawn never needs to be watered or mowed or fertilized 
saving you thousands in upkeep! Our turf is extremely durable and is designed to 
perform in hot, cold, wet and dry climates and is the perfect solution for heavy use 
grassy areas and places that are difficult to maintain.

You can install Celebrity Greens artificial turf in front and backyards, school 
recreational areas, playgrounds, sports fields, athletic facilities, and on rooftops or a 
beautiful extension of your pool decking. 

There are endless applications  

for commercial and municipal areas.

Our synthetic grass surfaces are an 

excellent choice for high traffic, heavy 
usage areas. Because of the consistency 
and predictability of the surface, our 

synthetic turf products provide a far 
safer environment than traditional grass 
installations, helping children and athletes 

play their best, but safeguard against 

injuries caused by uneven and unexpected 
interruptions in the playing surface.

For grass that looks great and stays green 

year round without the added work and 
expense of maintaining real grass, install 

Celebrity Greens artificial grass. Our 
synthetic grass does not look fake. You 

will feel confident in knowing that it will 
look as close to real as possible. With our 
meticulous selection and use of the finest 
turf combined with our installation and 
construction techniques, you’ll get a quality 
synthetic lawn that you will proud of.

Always Kid and  
Pet Friendly





Playgrounds and Sports Turf
Artificial turf has become a common application for playgrounds, sports fields, 
athletic facilities and practice areas.  But you have to get it right the first time or 
it can be a costly and timely expense.  Getting it right means selecting experts in 

designing to specification, selecting the finest materials and installing the playground 
or field using the most advanced practices and technology.  The experts at Celebrity 
Greens make no compromises when comes to delivering performance and 
durability with minimum maintenance. 

Playgrounds and sports facilities get 
punished day in and day out—they 
are the ultimate test for withstanding 
tough treatment under all kinds of 

conditions.  CG’s team of experts includes 
professional and amateur athletes who 
understand the dynamics of playing 

conditions for all levels of play.  They know 
that kindergarteners can be as demanding 

as the pros and deliver playgrounds and 
playing fields that look great, stay green 
and perform to exact specifications.  

CG’s materials and installation make 
surfaces that are built to last under hot, 

cold, wet or dry conditions—and provide 
a safer environment than traditional grass, 
helping children and athletes safeguard 

against injury.  The beauty part—it all 
comes with very low maintenance 
requirements.

Call CG and get your game on!





Commercial Applications
Imagine your lawn looking perfect year round with little to no maintenance! 
Celebrity Greens synthetic lawn never needs to be watered or mowed or fertilized 
saving you thousands in upkeep! Our turf is extremely durable and is designed to 
perform in hot, cold, wet and dry climates and is the perfect solution for heavy use 
grassy areas and places that are difficult to maintain.

You can install Celebrity Greens artificial turf in front and backyards, school 
recreational areas, playgrounds, sports fields, athletic facilities, and on rooftops or a 
beautiful extension of your pool decking. 

There are endless applications  

for commercial and municipal areas.

Our synthetic grass surfaces are an 

excellent choice for high traffic, heavy 
usage areas. Because of the consistency 
and predictability of the surface, our 

synthetic turf products provide a far 
safer environment than traditional grass 
installations, helping children and athletes 

play their best, but safeguard against 

injuries caused by uneven and unexpected 
interruptions in the playing surface.

For grass that looks great and stays green 

year round without the added work and 
expense of maintaining real grass, install 

Celebrity Greens artificial grass. Our 
synthetic grass does not look fake. You 

will feel confident in knowing that it will 
look as close to real as possible. With our 
meticulous selection and use of the finest 
turf combined with our installation and 
construction techniques, you’ll get a quality 
synthetic lawn that you will proud of.



TESTIMONIALS

“ The best thing about my Celebrity Green complex 
is I have four different types of grass.  That was key 
that I had the variety.  I truly believe that it replicates 
what I see on tour week in and week out.  And, the 
way the ball reacts on the green is paramount.  It’s the 
softest green I’ve ever been on!  All I know is I have an 
authentic roll, a very true roll.  If you are interested in a 
world class golf green in your backyard, call  
Celebrity Greens. ”
– PAUL CASEY,  PGA Tour Player 

“ This is the best green that I have ever had or ever 
seen! It rolls true, accepts pitch shots realistically, and 
looks fantastic. Celebrity Greens has an amazing team 
— what a great experience working with them!”
– HANK HANEY,  World Renowned Golf Instructor, 
Motivational Speaker,  Author,  Television Analyst & Personality 

“Anyone can put down fake turf and call it a putting 
green. But if you want a GOLF green that not only 
putts true, but also gives you “real grass” performance 
when practicing chips, pitches and bunker shots, the 
only company to call is Celebrity Greens! I designed my 
backyard green complex and Celebrity Greens built it 
perfectly in just 2 days. Just amazing!”
– PETER KOSTIS, CBS Golf Analyst & Top 100 Golf Instructor

“The CG Team has made me a believer in using 
artificial grass for a low maintenance high quality 
green for my home.  The ball rolls true and even 
accepts shots similar to natural grass. I highly 
recommend Celebrity Greens!”
– GREGG TRYHUS, President and Owner of Grayhawk,  
Owner and Developer of Whisper Rock Estates and Golf Club

“Celebrity Greens has the ability to visualize, design 
and install a world class artificial green, second to 
none! They are the Masters.”
– JEREMY ROENICK, NHL Legend


